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ABSTRACT  

Privacy-preserving data mining is discovering accurate patterns and rules without precise access to 
the original data. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for privacy preserving data mining.  
The proposed algorithm is based on the integration of RSA public key cryptosystem and 
homomorphic encryption scheme. No data is shared between distributed parties except the final 
result. Data mining algorithm is performed locally for each party. The final result of all parties is 
compared to get the target value. Previous solution for privacy preserving data mining of Naive 
Bayes classifier is based on secure sum that may permit collusion between parties, which is not here 
in proposed solution.  Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the proposed 
algorithm can provide good capability of privacy preserving, accuracy and efficiency. 

Keywords: privacy preserving, Naive Bayes classifier, distributed databases, secure multiparty 
computation. 

1. Introduction 

Data mining is a well-known technique for extracting information or knowledge in a form 
of classification patterns and association rules as well as cluster analysis from large amount 
of data. One of the main tasks of data mining techniques is classification and prediction. 
The goal of classification as a predictive model is to predict the value of a single nominal 
variable based on the known values of other variables. Loosely speaking classification is the 
task of assigning objects to one of predefined categories. There are many applications which 
use classification model such as medical diagnosis, credit approval and identification of 
high risk customers for insurance companies. 

Pattern classification [1] can be described generally as follows: given   training instances 
(or samples) with known class labels   , e.g.,   = {       }, how to predict the class label 
of an unknown instance? That is to say, the purpose of pattern classification is mainly to 
predict or mark unknown instances with predefined labels in the light of the historical 
behaviors. 
 

 

 

Fig. 1: Classification model: an illustration 

  Pattern classification has been extensively studied and many outstanding and different 
kinds of classification algorithms, such as k-nearest neighbor learning algorithm (KNN) 
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[2-3], ID3 decision tree[4], and C4.5[5], have been developed. Among them, the Naïve 
Bayes classifier [6] which is simple but efficient base line classifier that based on applying 
       theorem and uses the simplifying assumption of attribute independence. It is simple 
to implement and use while giving surprisingly good results. 
   Privacy concern for classification pattern of distributed data among different parties is an 
important issue.   Privacy concern may prevent different parties from sharing their data and 
conduct data mining model. So, privacy preserving data mining has becoming an increasing 
important field of research. The task of running data mining algorithms over multiple data 
sources without revealing any information other than the output of the algorithm to other 
sources is often referred to as privacy preserving data mining. In this paper we develop a 
solution for privacy preserving Naïve Bayes classifier based on RSA public key cryptosystem 
and homomorphic encryption scheme. The goal of this solution is to have a simple, efficient 
and privacy preserving classifier and overcome the problem of collusion for privacy preserving 
Naïve Bayes classifier based on secure sum which is introduced in [7].  
  The paper is organized as follows: Literature survey in Section 2 presents a related work and 
the building blocks for privacy preserving which are used. Section 3 introduces the proposed 
algorithm. Section 4 shows the experimental results and discussion on the work done for three 
different data sets applied to the proposed algorithm and finally the conclusion. 

2. Related work  

   At present privacy-preserving data mining methods can be roughly divided into two 
approaches. One approach is called distortion technique or random perturbation technique [8].  
The second approach uses cryptographic tools to build data miner pattern and the data are 
distributed between two or more sites. This approach  was first  introduced to  the  data mining  
community by Lindell  and  Pinkas[9],  with  a method that enabled  two parties to build a 
decision tree without either  party learning anything about the  oth r  p rt ’  d t ,  xc pt  wh t  
might be revealed  through the  final decision  tree.     
    So far many secure protocols have been developed for data mining and machine learning 
techniques such as[10-11] for d ci ion tr   cl   ific tion, [12-14] for clustering, [15], [16] for 
association rule mining, [17-19] for Neural Networks, and [20-21] for Bayesian Networks. 

2.1. Naïve bayes classifiers 

    Bayesian classifier is a popular technique used in many real world applications such as 
medicine and financial systems.  Many applications such as medical symptoms and 
diagnosis, fraud detection and financial systems use this model to predict class events. 
         i n cl   ifi r i  b   d on      ’ th or m.       i n cl   ifi r  cl   ific tion mod l 
is obtained by applying a relatively simple method to a training dataset [22]. To understand 
how the Bayesian Classifier works, let us consider     ,...,     are attributes with discrete 
values used to predict discrete class                 .   The learner asked to predict 
classification value for new instance with attribute values a1 through an, the optimal 
prediction is class value    within finite set C such that  
   VNB =            (  ( =  |  =   ,   =   ,…,   =   ). 
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  in         th or m,                                                                             Pr(C =   )           (1) 

Since                            is invariant for each class value     , then it can 
be dropped from equation (1) leading to the expression used by Naïve Bayes (NB) 
classifiers, assuming that attribute values are conditionally independent: 

                                       VNB =            (  ( =  |  =   ,   =   ,…,   =   ).                    (2) 
    Where, VNB denote the target value output by Naïve Bayes classifier.  Probabilities are 

computed differently for nominal and numeric attributes.  For nominal attribute  , that has 
possible attribute   values   ,...,    the probability        (    |     ) =                       (3)   

where  n is the total number of training examples for which       and    is the number 
of those training examples which also have      .  For a numeric attribute, in the simplest 
case the attribute is assumed to have a normal or Gaussian probability distribution, 

                                 N(µ,  ) = f(x) = 
 √                                                                                     (4)  

   The mean µ and variance    are calculated for each class and each numeric attribute 
from the training data set. The required probability that the instance is of the class      

  P( = x׳|  ),  can be estimated by substituting   = x׳ in Eqn.4. 
   An instance is classified as in Eqn.2. Thus the conditional probability of a class given 

the instance is calculated for all classes, and the class with the highest relative probability is 
chosen as the class of query instance.  

2.2. Building blocks for privacy preserving 

2.2.1. Notion of security 
    An encryption system is called secure if knowing the encrypted message does not give 
any partial information about message that is not known beforehand. Since the adversary is 
assumed to run in polynomial time, public-key encryption system [23] is secured due to 
existence of trapdoor permutations which has the hardness of solving some problem (e.g. 
factoring large integers). However Goldwasser and Micali [24] introduced the notion of 
semantic security in formal way. Then Goldreich [25] refined the notion of semantic security. 

2.2.2. Secure multi- party computation (SMC)[26] 
The aim of a secure multiparty computation task is for the participating parties to 

securely compute some functions of their distributed and private inputs. There are two 
properties for secure computation in SMC, privacy and correctness. 

Privacy would be to require th t   ch p rt  l  rn  nothin   bout th  oth r p rti  ’ input , 
even if it behaves maliciously, the only information learned by the parties is that specified 
by the function output. Correctness means that each party is guaranteed that the output it 
receives is correct.   

For a general case, let a set of n parties with private inputs   ,...,   wish to jointly 
compute a function   of their inputs, this joint computation should have the property that 
the parties learn the correct output y =  (  ,...,  ) and nothing else, and this should hold 
even if some of the parties maliciously attempt to obtain more information. 
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The term privacy-preserving under the context of this paper is related to the security 
definition of Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC). Details of the security definitions 
and underlying models can be found in [27]. 

2.2.3 Digital envelope 
A digital envelope [28] is a method to hide the private data.  That is by conducting a set of 

mathematical operations between a random number (or a set of random numbers) and the 
private data. The mathematical operations could be addition, subtraction, multiplication, etc. 
For example let À be a private data, and R is a random which is only known by the owner of 
À.  The owner can hide À by adding this random number, e.g.,  À + R. 

2.2.4. Homomorphic encryption and decryption scheme 
 Homomorphic encryption [29] ensures that the computation result on two or more 

encrypted values is exactly the same as the encrypted result of the same computation on 
two or more unencrypted values e.g.                ׳   , where   and  ׳are two 
different algebraic operations. In this part, we proposed an additively homomorphic 
encryption and decryption scheme, which is in[30]. 

3. The proposed algorithm 

The proposed model  in  this paper consists of  two  levels  (i.e. local  and  global)  and  
three  steps which  are  demonstrated  in figure 2. Steps are as follows: 

1- Local classifier (at distributed data in each site). 
2- Extraction of local properties. 
3- Determining global model based on the local models. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Steps of classification at distributed databases 

The mathematical model of distributed data sets over horizontal partition is as follows: 

Suppose DBi 1 ≤ i ≤ k  among the data sets DB1, DB2, … , DBk  located at different sites 

P1,P2,…,Pk (i.e.  k- divisions) as the partial database and  DB = DB1 ∪ DB2 ∪ … ∪ DBk    as 
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the overall situation database. Suppose that the database DBi has l attributes and r class 
values. Each DBi has different number of entities. A preprocessing work is done for 
normalization of training and test data before implementation the proposed algorithm. 

We also assume that the adversary model is semi- honest in which parties follow the 
execution requirement of the protocol but may use what they see during the execution to 
compute more than they need to know. 

A key result which is also used in this work is the composition theorem. We state it for 
the semi-honest model: Suppose that function g is privately reducible to f and that there 
exists a protocol for privately computing f. Then there exists a protocol for privately 
computing g. Loosely speaking the composition theorem states if a protocol consists of 
several sub-protocols, and can be shown to be secure other than the invocations of the sub-
protocols, if the sub-protocols are themselves secure, then the protocol itself is also secure. 
A detailed discussion of this theorem, as well as the proof, can be found in [31]. 

The proposed algorithm presents a method for privately computing data mining process 
from distributed sources without disclosing any information about the sources and their 
data except that revealed by final classification result. The proposed algorithm develops a 
solution for privacy–preserving Bayesian classifier [22] which is one of the data mining 
tasks. 

We consider that each site partyhas its own data mining process independently (all data 
in each site party are assumed horizontally partitioned (homogenous data)). The 
distributed algorithm is determining which of the local results are the closest globally and 
finding the class of maximum weight of global Bayesian classifier. It is required to protect 
the privacy of the data sources i.e. a party Pi is not allowed to learn anything about any of 
the data of the other parties, also collusion with other parties to reveal information about 
the data is not allowed. 

The basic idea is that public encryption key    is sent from the master client to every 
party/site. Each site finds its own Bayesian classifier, then scramble and encrypt the local 
Naïve Bayes probability with homomorphic encryption using the methodology presented 
in [30]. This methodology is given in equation 5,6 for encryption and decryption 
respectively. 

3.1. Encryption algorithm 

1) At master client the encryption and decryption keys (  ,    RSA algorithm are 
generated.  

2) Each party /site uses a large number    , such that,          , where            are 
large security prime numbers. In addition, a random number    is generated at each 
site within the uniform distribution ( ,  ). 

3) Given     , which is a plaintext message, the encrypted value is computed as:            
                        (               )                                          (5)   
Where     ( ) is a common modulo    – operation. In addition using public key 

encryption   , the parameter      and class label    are encrypted as follows: 
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         =              and,        =       ,      where    and     are the ciphers of     and                  
3.2. Decryption algorithm 

Given          , which is a ciphertext message of      , we use the security key    to 
recover plaintext                =    (  );   

                                          =              =                                                  (6) 
And the corresponding class         =    (   );   
  The results of       ,           parties from all sites are then combined to produce 

the permutation table as in table 1 at master client and the instance with maximum weight 
of       with its class is determined as the class of querying instance which is transferred 
to querying site.  Each site learns nothing about other sites. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3. Naive Bayes Classifier process using proposed algorithm: an illustration 

3.3. Proof of encryption decryption scheme 

Every party will generate a different value of     and        
1-           ,     ϵ (1,   )      ,   ,    are prime large numbers ,     is a random 

number                                    ,                  (   is private data)                 (      )                     
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                                =                                   
                                                                      
                                                               
2-           ,    ϵ (1,   ),   ,    are prime large numbers,    is a random number 
                                   ,                  (   is private data)         (      )                    =                                                                          
                                                        

   The same way if we have   ,  ,  ,    are generated at local party    will get    at master 
client according to the encryption decryption technique used. Since    is generated at the 
local party and sent to the master client for decryption scheme.  

3.4. Proposed algorithm  

Require:   parties,   class values,   attribute values,   query instance   =   ,    , …    
1: {(  ,   ) represent the encryption and decryption keys of RSA algorithm are generated at 

master client} 
2: Master client generates encryption-decryption keys (  ,     using RSA Algorithm and 

Transport    to each Party   ; 
3:                                  // scan   parties 
4:   for each class value     ,   j  1…r   in each party      do   // scan class values in dataset of 

party    
       for each attribute value     m 1…l   of query instance   having class value     in a 

dataset of party        
          do 
               Calculate the probability              as per Eqn. (3), or Eqn. (4) for nominal and 

numeric attribute   
               respectively; 
               Calculate the probability in a dataset that a class C has value               ; 
               Calculate the probability of party   having class     : 
                     =        ∏               ;  
       end for // attributes values         
    end for // class values 
5: calculate Naïve Bayes Probability     =           , then determine class label    

corresponding to Naïve Bayes probability      
6: Encryption scheme of       and its class label       
- Choose two large security primes      ,      ×   
- Generate a random number    within the uniform distribution (1,   )        
- Encrypt      as per equation (5)  and get    (    )  
- RSA encryption for    & class label       =        ,    =        
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- Transport   (    ),   , and      to master client 
7: end for  //k parties 
8: At master client: from k parties, a decryption scheme is performed to get     ,       

and                                          //k parties  
-      =   (  ) ,     =    (   ) 
-             (    ) as per equation (6) and get       
    end for  //k parties 
- Construct the mapping table that maps the relative difference between      with all                                 
- Calculate the weight for each row in the mapping table by adding the row elements and 

get the sum. 
- Determine the global max probability which corresponds to max weight in the mapping table. 
- Get the predicted class that match global max probability (max weight in the mapping table). 

3.5. How to compute global value through Naïve Bayes Classifier 

Every client/site broadcast its encrypted local Naïve Bayes probability      , and 
corresponding class label     to master client (as a third trusted party TTP). Master client 
after decryption each        and its class label, has a sequence of       , 1≤ i ≤ k (for k 
parties) which uses to construct the permutation mapping table. To construct a mapping 
table we compare every value in the sequence with other values and if the result is equal or 
greater than zero the result inserted in the permutation mapping table will be    otherwise 
will be    , e.g  if                  the value in the mapping table is +1 otherwise is -
1.   As an example, let us have the sequence                and      of four parties/sites 
and                              then               ,               ,               ,               ,               ,                will be                     as 
presented in Table 1. The weight for any element in the sequence relative to the others is 
the algebraic sum of the row corresponding to that element. Since       has the largest 
weight +4, then its corresponding class label will be the predicted value of query instance. 

Table 1.  
An example of a permutation mapping table 

                     weight      +1 +1 -1 -1 0      -1 +1 -1 -1 -2      +1 +1 +1 +1 +4      +1 +1 -1 +1 +2 

The proposed algorithm can also be analyzed in many different aspects as follows:  
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3.5.1 Privacy preserving analysis 
Since all the model parameters are completely present with all parties then evaluation can be 

performed easily. The party that wants to classify an instance using Naïve Bayes evaluation 
procedure can do that locally, so no interactions between parties. Thus there is no question of 
privacy being revealed or compromised. We reduce the problem to that of privately computing 
smaller sub problems and show how to compose them together in order to obtain a complete 
Naive Bayes solution. This composition is shown to be secure in [24].  

Each Party    encrypts its output probability      as per equation (5) and the other 
parameters are encrypted in RSA public key encryption.             ;     is a cipher encryption of class label,   =       ;    is a cipher   
encryption of prime number    ,    is a public key Encryption of party    . These encrypted 
values are transmitted to the master client for global classification. So the output of each 
party is securely transmitted to the master client to compute the global classification 
without leaking any information about the private data of a party except its output. 

3.5.2.  Accuracy of proposed algorithm 
   Master client, which decrypts,      and its class label    produce accurate results with 
RAS and homomorphic cryptosystem.  As shown in Tables 3,4, and 5 the accuracy of the 
classifier for parties between 2 to 6 is 75.4 – 92.4% .  As shown in Fig. 3 the accuracy is 
varied according to data set size and number of parties but accuracy range is still accepted 
and as long as the number of parties increases the accuracy gets better.  

3.5.3.  Efficiency of proposed algorithm 
Raising efficiency of the algorithm is mainly shown the decreases in time complexity. 

Proposed-Bayesian classifier algorithm reduces the time complexity mainly in two aspects. 
 First, global     probabilities are quickly generated, since the Bayesian classifier 

algorithm executed locally for every party   , this enables solutions where the 
communication cost is independent of the size of the database and greatly cut 
down communication costs comparing with centralized data mining which needs 
to transfer all data into data warehouse to perform data mining algorithm.  

 Second, the party    only has to encrypt encryption parameter    of homomorphic 
encryption system and class label    of      with public key    of RSA. So, the 
algorithm avoids numerous exponent operations and improves the speed of 
operation greatly.   

3.5.4.  The complexity analysis of the protocol 
a- The communication cost 

   Let us use α to denote the number of bits of each ciphertext and k is the total number 
of parties. The total communication cost is the cost of 3α.k from step 6 in the 
proposed algorithm.  

b- The computational cost is affected by:  
 The generation of k random numbers and k cryptographic key pair. 
 The total number of 3k encryptions and 3k decryptions. 
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 Complexity for local naïve Bayes algorithm is O(lqr), where l is the number of 
features/attributes, q is values for each feature, and r is alternative values for the class.  

 Additional computations as k2 additions, k(k-1) subtractions and k log(k) sorting k 
numbers. 

   Therefore, the complexity of naïve Bayes classifier for k parties is dominant for not only 
the other computational costs but also for communication costs too.  Consequently, the 
overall complexity of the proposed model = O(klqr).  

4. Experimental results and discussion 

Three different real-world data sets have been used from UCI machine learning 
repositories [32] which are Adult, Breast Cancer and Heart Spect. Bayesian classifier 
algorithm is calculated for each party and the mapping table is prepared for the transferred 
attributes. This is implemented in C# standard Edition 2010 and made to run on Intel® 
Core2 Duo, 2.0 GHz, 3 GB RAM system.  The accuracy of the classifier algorithm for the 
three different data sets is shown in Fig. 3.  

 

 

Fig. 3. The accuracy of distributed Naïve Bayes Classifier for three data sets 

Table 2. 
Adult data set  

 Naïve Bayes Classifier k-Nearest Neighbor Classifier 

No. of Parties 2 4 6 2 4 6 

Accuracy % of distributed data 75.4 76.9 77.2 79.5 80.20 81.83 

Records size(training set) 2000 4000 6000 2000 4000 6000 

Number of attributes 13 

Accuracy % of centralized data 83.88 79.65 
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Table 3.  
Breast Cancer data set 

 Naïve Bayes Classifier k-Nearest Neighbor Classifier 

No. of Parties 2 4 6 2 4 6 

Accuracy % of distributed data 84 86.2 92.4 93.0 93.9 94.5 

Records size(training set) 200 400 600 200 400 600 

Number of attributes  10 

Accuracy % of centralized data 93.2 93.7 

Table 4.  
Spect Heart data set 

 Naïve Bayes Classifier k-Nearest Neighbor Classifier 

No. of Parties 2 4 6 2 4 6 

Accuracy % of distributed data 81.2 86.6 90.9 73.6 84.2 89.4 

Record size(training set) 40 80 120 40 80 120 

Number of attributes 44 

Accuracy % of centralized data 90.4 91.2 

4.1. Comparison with other competitive algorithms 

- Privacy preserving of sensitive data in proposed algorithm is based on the integration 
of RSA public key cryptosystem and homomorphic encryption scheme. But previous 
algorithms are based on secure sum technique or RSA encryption technique only. 

- Naïve Bayes classifier is performed locally for each party in proposed algorithm. For 
previous algorithms partial computations from each party are performed to achieve 
global computations of Naïve Bayes classifier algorithm.  

- In previous algorithms communication cost is dependent on the size of the database. 
But for proposed algorithm, communication cost is independent of the size of the 
database so no network overhead may happen due to large size of data sets.  

-  Collusion of parties is prohibited in proposed algorithm since no sharing of sensitive 
data except the final result of each party. In previous algorithms collusion may 
happen between parties due to exchange of partial computations. 
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- Computations of accuracy for previous algorithms in distributed databases are done 
as if it were the computations of centralized database, so the accuracy of distributed 
databases is comparable to centralized one. In proposed algorithm the experimental 
results show that the accuracy is as good as the centralized one. 

- The accuracy of the Naïve Bayes Classifier and k-Nearest Neighbor Classifier for the 
same data sets is comparable as in Tables 2,3, and 4. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, a model of privacy-preserving distributed Bayesian classifier. The proposed 
algorithm uses semi-honest adversary model. The privacy preserving of the proposed 
algorithm is based on the technology of homomorphic and RSA encryption. Privacy 
preserving is achieved by performing the data mining algorithm locally. The result of each 
party is transferred in secure manner to the master client where to be processed to predict the 
class label of query instance in a way that network communication cost and performance are 
optimized. There are no partial computations of the algorithm of local parties that are 
transferred but the final result of each local party only.  Experimental results show that it has 
good capability of privacy preserving, accuracy and efficiency.  The collusion between 
parties is not permitted rather than the case that based on secure sum. 

    For future work, it is planned to extend the research to malicious model and test the 
scalability of the system and apply the methodology to another data mining task.    
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 ساليب التنقيب عن البيانا  مع المحافظ أاستخدا 
ى خصوصي البيانا الموزع   ثناء عمل خوارزميأع

 العربى ملخصال

حاف ع ال و يانا ال ياناأظ ع خصوصي ال دا ط التنقيب عن ال ننا من اكتشاف   ثناء است ي
اط أ اش ن . في قواعد صحيح  الوصو م اص يانا ال حث نقت خوال ال ا ال مي جديد ه

صوصي  اظ  ع ال ح تستند األ  . يانا ح ع ثناء التنقيب عن ال قت ديد ال مي ال وا ماج نظا ل
ومي  تا الع ي بال اثل الش RSAالتش ت ي ال يانا بين اأأل حيث نظا التش ك ال اف  مشا ط

ائي ع ا تتم عدا النتي الن و ف ثم تتم ال ل ط يا بالنس ل يانا مح مي التنقيب عن ال ي خوا . يتم تن
يع اأمقا ائي من ج اظ ع ن النتي الن ح يستند الحل السابق ل  . دف ست حصو ع القي ال اف ل ط

صوصي ح بالتواط بين اأال ا ا الت ع ط تس .  ك قت و في الحل ال ا غي مس ه اف  يل ط ح
ين  ي ت ي النتائج الت ن أالنظ  ح ي قت مي ال وا اظ ع أ ال  توف قد جيد من الح

. اء ال الدق  صوصي   ال

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
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